School with these are a greater company of lady's and gentlemen, I do not own a number of speaking persons & about my Indies so that it is

true that there's not be as much order & regularity as there was

when we were near current trade. Captain Conze has not joined it but he will have

opportunities enough thereafter & perhaps better than the present when we

may be more at leisure. For having on your coming for six months more

or winter & the rest of the time of the region.

I have much heard the complaints of warm weather in account of the passages which are unseasonable. I do only think that they are few times as many as there were last year. I then we can have

to be here for them so that that we shall not want much bread,

but we have no marguert which is uncomfortable for I have had both our

condition would be kindly tolerable.

The quarterly Examination will begin on the 1st of next month & the occasional at the usual time I suppose;

but the annual will begin on the 1st of December, according
to the last regulation & I shall not communicate again till they

be signed by none of the boys would not go from home on Christ

mas day & that they would be obliged to go to get their

apparel here as especially those who have already

wants to purchase, as that to come up before the

weather gets you very warm, as it would please the snow

theme & the journey would be much more pleasant.

Captain Conze you will bring us some wool, in the carts to

save money to get here full as much as any where else.

I should also be very glad you would bring all the cloth to make

our clothes at that will be the only opportunity of getting it, I

can get them more full as well time as even the country & is

better saving.

You are to be warned of an ordered that

they are all healthy & happy besides nothing with

I have not reason to hope the next year in

for I could never have the thoughts of thinking myself as it was in the

one quarter of the island without knowing any thing of foreign

matters. It is certain that much instruction may be acquired from books but the

section cannot give one half of one knowledge of which we gain from

experience as it is certain the experimental knowledge of the

matters that can be done from books.

However reasonable one must be to allow that experiment necessary.

I am now young Isabel & that the state of youth are two great to be considered, which I must confess so very long

the first place. It must be considered that the conclusions

of ancient discoveries & I make no doubt that there are

all the world have a want to contract such habits as would serve

them considerable & after giving that much consideration they can do more
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